
#ASL28Challenge	2017	
Day	#5	Ephphatha	(Resistance)	
	
Day 5 of 28 Days 
EPHPHATHA (R) 
Meaning: Fingerspelled around the Gallaudet Seal is an Aramaic word, EPHPHATHA, meaning 
“Be Opened.” It refers to a biblical story in which Jesus cures a Deaf Mute man by putting one 
hand on the Deaf Mute man’s ear and the other on his tongue uttering, “EPHPHATHA.” In the 
old days of paternalism there were many tales of miraculous cures serving as inspiration porn. 
Designed by hearing people who pitied Deaf people, the Gallaudet Seal reflected these ideas.  
See different artworks with EPHPHATHA motif: David Call’s The Beacon of Hope, The False 
Prophet 

 
Ephphatha. EPHPHATHA! EPHPHATHAAAA!!! 
David Call 
Bristol paper 10"x12" Prismacolor pencil with digital color background. 2017 
 
This is a version of AGBell and Alice Cogswell statue based on Gally's official Ephphatha 
motto. Agitated AGBell grabbed Alice's head , his hand squeezing her ear and pushing her head 
closer to AGBell's screaming mouth in his futile attempt to cure her of deafness by hollering 
EPHPHATHA several times. He also grabbed Alice's signing arms not to let her sign. He made 
sure that she dropped the book because he wanted her to focus on auditory/oral training only. Is 
this statue that Gallaudet want us to portray? 
 
 



	

	
	
Rosemary	Parker	Edwards	
Media: Photoshop 
I am not sure if I am doing this right but that is what came to my mind - opening our mouth to 
learn to speak correctly. That is something a lot of us struggle every day during speech therapy. I 
know I can't perfectly even with all the trainings I was put thru during my childhood. 
	



	
"Eyes First" 
Amy Cohen Efron 
Digital Art (using actual x-ray photo, and enhanced with digital work) 
9x12 size 
 
I discovered that by researching online that cochleas are located behind the eye sockets, right 
under the optical nerve region. I found an x-ray of an actual person with bilateral implants, and 
you can see that the electrodes inside cochleas are located! 
 
It made me think about how the medical establishment are so focused on "opening" our cochleas 
to help to hear "sounds" but it is not a natural way to acquire language without an intensive 
auditory training and frequent mappings. Providing American Sign Language or any signed 
languages through the optical nerve is indeed an "Ephphatha" for Deaf people to acquire natural 
language.  
	
	



	
	

Shawn Elfrink 
 
Adobe drawing, Photoshop and collaboration with one of Alex painting : Celebrates Texas Art" 
dated Jan. 18, 2016  

Title: "Why pick one verse from Mark the gospel for false profit or prophet?" 

Not make sense. Sorry that my art is out of order not related to Gallaudet Ephphatha Seal 

	
	
	
	
	



	

Poem: Ephphatha 
Eric Epstein 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQvEbVPHPeU 

Image description: Eric Epstein, a white young man with short hair, wearing a green T-shirt. He 
is standing between bookshelves and in front of a white wall. He is signing "DIVERSITY." 

Gloss: LONG-AGO DEAF STAND PEOPLE-COME JESUS COME PUT-ON-MOUTH-AND-
EAR [mouth EPHPHATHA] THEY LISTEN [EPHPHATHA] YOU EAR-DOOR-
OPEN/DEAF-OPEN WOW PUT-DOWN THEY LISTEN [NO] HEART-LISTEN 
[EPHPHATHA] OPEN INCLUDE EXPERIENCE YOUR YOUR YOUR DIVERSITY. 

	
	
	



	
"Curse From Past to Modern Life" 
Bonita Harris 
Digital Art: 53 Paper  
 
Before Jesus and after medicinal specialists then after continual scientists with new technology 
through overtime still...always try to find the curses on Deaf. 
 



 
 
Untitled 
Laurie Monahan 
Digital 
 



 
 
Vicki Nordquist 
 



 
 
“Education Be Opened” 
Nancy Rourke 
14 inch by 14 inch 
 
EPHPHATHA was meant as EAR BE OPENED. For the Gallaudet seal, BE THOU OPENED is 
both a message to the student and the teacher. “It should be understood…” Amos Kendall’s 
message was told as, “educators, especially those who teach the deaf, have a moral obligation to 
approach each student…” In the painting, shows Professor John Hotchkiss at Gallaudet, who was 
Deaf with Deaf student, Agatha Tiegel. Hotchkiss worked many hours with Agatha, educating 
her very well. Deaf teachers and Deaf students have special relationship. Both Hotchkiss and 
Tiegel have their hands signed STAND as in Stand for Justice and knowing that should NOT be 
EAR BE OPENED. The red colour means POWER and yellow means HOPE. 
 
 
	



	
	

"A Letter For Jesus" 
Ian Sanborn 
Bristol 11x15 
Black pen, color pencils, watercolor paint 
Comic 
Ian Sanborn 2017 

Letter: 

Dear Jesus, 

What would Deaf Jesus do? 

If the existence of sign language is part of His plan, how would you sign "ephphatha"? 

Ps: Please don't encourage the finger in mouth method, I will never know what the finger was 
touching before it goes in my mouth, ty. 



 

heidi storme 
video art 

I wanted to play while traveling. It's not what i envision being able to do with time, but you can 
get an idea.  
Description: the seal with ephpahtha from gallaudet, center spiraling, next slide crude drawing of 
boy grasping edges of spiraling center, it opens up the spiral grows and colors come from the 
opened portal, the last slide is a less crude drawing of the boy from the other side. His face 
shows shock, amazement, and colors spin around him. What he sees- the opening up of the deaf 
world. That moment you realize you're one of many and there is accessible language shared!  

I hope to do this again, doing a better job with more time, i like the concept, just want to push it 
further.  

Enjoy! 

 



 

Topic: "Ephphatha School for the Deaf" 
Artist: Yusuf Yahya 
Media: Collage Art, Cardstock Canton  
12 x 12 
 
First of all, I'm not Christian personal or against any regilion neither.  
 
I just learned about "Ephphatha" historic of the Bible.  
Ephphatha is the greek form of Greek or Aramaic word meaning, "Be Opened", utterly by Christ 
when healing man who was Deaf and Dumb. 
 
Few years ago, I found out they have an ephphatha (fingerspelling) in seal of Gallaudet 
University in 1880's.  
And still oppressing (Audism) at Gallaudet  

 



	
	


